Sample Budget Breakdowns

**Lowes - Total: $205.44**

*Lumber for outside play area/science table*

- 4x4x8 Douglas Fir 4@ $10.50 each = $ 42.00
- 4x4x8 Regular 3@ $8.00 each = $ 24.00
- 8’x 5” Beechwood Decking 7@ $18.00 each = $126.00
- 3/4” ball valve 13.44

**Kaplan Early Learning - Total $608.80**

- **Cozy Truck** #83-30017 $109.95 (18 months - 5 years. A roomy pickup truck that includes a flatbed with drop-down tailgate, rugged wheels, opening gas cap, and steering wheel with working horn.)

- **Shadow Match Game** #70834, $32.95 (STEM/STEAM learning skill builder. Match each object to its shadow to build awareness and cognitive skills.)

- **Spray to Rescue Truck** #83-93226 $ 94.95

- **Toddler Light table** #86164, $369.95 (STEM/STEAM learning tool. Free standing table that electrically lights for young imaginations to explore color mixing, light, and shadows)

**Sensory and Learning Items for Science Center- Total $552.39**

- **Explore and Learn table**- A 6 sided table; 2 of the sides have clear magnifiers, 2 have magnets, 2 are mirrored. The center has a tub for use to grow flowers, play with water, etc. Cost $249.95

- **Giant View Tracking tubes**- tubes that have a variety of sensory objects in them. they are sealed for safety. Helps develop hand-eye coordination. Cost $79.95

- **Color paddles**- used for mixing colors and observing light through it. Cost $9.29

- **Rocking balance**- Beginner balance that rocks back and forth. Cost- $34.50

- **Discovery Tube Kit**- Help examine science basics- When laying flat why don't the balls move? When upright what happens? Cost $59.95

- **Twisty droppers**- Helpful for cause and effect and fine motor Cost $12.95

- **Learning Play Microscope and Camera**- Curious toddlers discover the world through the lens of a microscope or camera. Both feature color and kaleidoscope lenses. Cost $47.90

- **Kinetic Sand**- Designed to stimulate fine motor, sensory, and cognitive development. Mold it into shapes and watch it melt apart. Cost $29.95

- **Life Cycle Puzzles**- Life cycles of frog, chicken, ant, tree. Cost $29.95

- **Dental Health Set**- set up pediatric teeth that allow for practice brushing and flossing. Cost $27.95